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Abstract—It has been well established by now that high-speed
wireline traffic exhibits self-similar behavior. Due to the impor-
tant consequences of traffic self-similarity in network design, sev-
eral studies have assumed that wireless traffic is also self-similar
and looked at its effects on network performance. However, due
to factors such as power limitations and the wireless channel, it
is not straightforward that wireline traffic will remain self-similar
as it enters the wireless network. This paper provides an analytical
study of the propagation of traffic characteristics as wireline traffic
is passed to the wireless network through a gateway. The anal-
ysis takes into account buffering and repacking operations per-
formed at the gateway, and models for wireline traffic and the wire-
less channel. We consider two server models, an instant transfer
model, and an energy-conserving one. We show that in most cases,
in response to self-similar wireline traffic the gateway will produce
self-similar wireless traffic. However, when the gateway operates
under an energy-conserving mode and if it has a large buffer, wire-
line traffic such as non-real-time variable-bit-rate traffic will re-
sult in non-self-similar wireless traffic. We also study the delays
of packets passing through a gateway that is fed by self-similar
traffic and show that their survival function has an asymptotically
power-law tail with index smaller than 2.
Index Terms—Impulsive traffic, multimedia traffic, packet de-
lays, self-similar network, wireless network traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
STATISTICAL modeling of traffic is very important in net-work engineering, and a substantial body of literature has
been devoted to it. Traffic here is defined as bits per unit interval.
Over the past decade, a number of empirical studies have estab-
lished that traffic generated by multimedia applications exhibits
a bursty outlook over a wide range of timescales [37]. Indeed,
looking at local area network (LAN) traffic defined as bits per
10 s, or LAN traffic defined as bits per 1 s, one sees the same
trends. The former is produced by averaging the latter every 10
s, a process referred to as aggregation. This behavior of LAN
data traffic is in sharp contrast to circuit-switched voice traffic,
which is smoothed out when aggregated. A process that is not
smoothed out by aggregation (or time-scaling) is referred to as
self-similar (SS).
Self-similarity can degrade network performance by causing
large delays, packet dropping and by requiring large buffers
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[21], [27]. With traditional teletraffic models being nonappli-
cable to self-similar traffic, several new models have been pro-
posed. Models driven by application level dynamics are based
on the concept of the ON/OFF process [12], [15], [20], [37],
which is also called alternating fractal renewal process (AFRP)
[18]. According to an ON/OFF process, traffic alternates between
periods of constant rate (ON states), and periods of silence (OFF
states). The ON states durations are heavy-tail distributed, which
is consistent with the high variability of files sizes associated
with multimedia applications. It is those heavy-tailed durations
that give rise to the traffic self-similarity. To capture the traffic
marginal statistics as well as self-similarity the extended AFRP
(EAFRP) model was proposed in [38] for LAN traffic. This is an
ON/OFF model that has heavy-tail distributed rates during the ON
states. An improvement to the EAFRP model was the rate-lim-
ited EAFRP [40], [41], which applies to all traffic load situa-
tions and takes into account finite rate limits imposed by real
networks.
In addition to application level dynamics, protocol dynamics
and the network are also factors that play a role in shaping the
statistics of traffic [30], [33], [34]. In [30], [31] the effect of
TCP on traffic was investigated, and it was concluded that the
TCP’s retransmission and congestion control mechanism, and
in particular, its timeout and exponential backoff mechanisms
can lead to self-similarity in aggregated TCP flows.
Recently, several studies hypothesized that wireless
high-speed traffic will also be self-similar and looked into
the consequences of self-similarity in the network in terms of
performance and resource allocation [10], [32], [35], [42]. It
is true that recent advances in wireless networks can enable
high-speed communication and that high-speed wireless users
tend to have the same bandwidth requirements as wired users
when accessing the Internet [26]. However, that might not be
sufficient justification for assuming that wireless traffic will ex-
hibit self-similarity. There are big differences between wireless
and wired transmission, such as the unreliable wireless channel
[16], and severe power limitations imposed to the wireless users
[4], [9], [11].
One plausible justification of SS in wireless traffic could be
TCP effects. The loss rate here is higher than that of wireline
traffic, thus, TCP could generate self-similarity in the wireless
traffic even more so as it did in the wireline case. Another justi-
fication could be the propagation of application level character-
istics at the moment when wireline traffic is fed to the wireless
network via a gateway and has to face the wireless channel. We
here investigate the latter possibility. In general, packet sizes are
different over a heterogeneous collection of networks, and the
access point (through which the wireless clients pass) acting as
1053-587X/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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gateway should provide a means by which all packets can be
fragmented and reassembled [23]. In this paper, we propose a
model for the repacking operation and use it along with a model
for the radio channel [16] to study the dependence structure
of traffic that leaves the gateway in response to the incoming
self-similar traffic.
We also study queuing delays which are experienced by
packets at a gateway that is fed by SS traffic. Among the var-
ious forms of packet delays, e.g., processing delays, queueing
delays, transmission delays, propagation delays, queueing
delay is the dominant factor in shaping queuing performance.
Related works on this topic include [39], where for a G/M/1
queueing model with self-similar inputs, the average delay at a
router was shown to be longer than that of an M/M/1 queueing
system. In [39], it was also shown that the delay exhibits a rise
as the degree of self-similarity increases. In [38] and [41], a
GI/G/1 queueing model with SS input was studied and the sta-
tionary distribution of queue length was derived. In this paper,
we derive an expression for the probability delay and
show that for large the probability decays in a power-law
fashion with tail exponent less than 2. This is in contrast to the
delay corresponding to Poisson traffic, for which the survival
function decays in an exponential fashion.
The paper is organized as follows: We provide necessary
statistical background in Section II. We describe the models
of the wireless gateway and the incoming/outgoing traffic in
Section III. In Section IV, we study the impact of gateway on
the propagation of self-similar traffic. In Section V, we derive
statistics of the delay experienced at the gateway by SS input
traffic. Finally, in Section VI, we present simulation results to
validate our findings.
Notation: ; ; is
ceiling operation.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
A. Heavy-Tail Distributions
A random variable is heavy-tail distributed [7] with index
if there exists a slowly varying function at infinity, , such
that, as
(1)
where ; denotes probability; is such that
for any positive . Typically,
is a constant, or ratio of two polynomials with identical de-
grees. Note that, in this paper, the notation means logarithmic
convergence.
Heavy-tail distributed random variables have infinite vari-
ance, which implies that the random variable fluctuates far away
from its mean value (defined only when ), with nonneg-
ligible probability.
One example of heavy-tail distributions is the Pareto distribu-
tion, which is defined in terms of its complementary distribution
function (survival function) as [2]:
(2)
where is a positive constant and . The corre-
sponding probability density function is
(3)
Note that if , the Pareto distribution has an un-
bounded mean.
Another well-known member of that class is the -stable dis-
tribution [19], [28].
B. Long-Range Dependence and Self-Similarity
A wide-sense stationary process is said to possess
long memory, or long-range dependence with Hurst parameter
, if its autocorrelation function , for all , satisfies
[5]
(4)
for some positive constant . Thus, a long-memory process is
characterized by an autocorrelation that decays hyperbolically
as the lag increases, in contrast to a short memory processes,
e.g., ARMA, whose autocorrelation decays in an exponential
fashion.
For discrete-time processes, self-similarity, in a strict sense is
described by means of distributional invariance upon aggrega-
tion and scaling. The aggregate process of of degree is
a running average of nonoverlapping blocks of with length
. While the aggregate of a short-range dependent process has
variance that decays as with , the aggregate of
a long-range dependent process has variance that decays much
slower, as with (here and are con-
stants). Aggregation is equivalent to time scaling. Thus, under
time scaling, a long-range dependent process is smoothed out
much slower in comparison to a short-range dependent process.
In other words, the time-scaled long-range dependent process
maintains similarity to the original process, thus indicating a re-
lationship between long-range dependence and self-similarity.
Network traffic can be viewed as aggregation of traffic over
smaller time intervals. It is in the sense of (4) that wireline net-
work traffic is characterized as self-similar.
C. ON/OFF Process
The ON/OFF process is used to model single user traffic. The
ON/OFF process alternates between two states: the ON, during
which the source generates traffic at a rate , and the OFF,
during which the source remains silent. Let and denote
the duration of the th ON and OFF state, respectively. Mathe-
matically, the ON/OFF process can be expressed as
(5)
where we have the following.
• is a so-called regenerative point [3], denoting the onset
of the th ON period. It holds ,
, where represents the starting time of the first ON
period, which will here be taken as .
• is the indicator function, which is nonzero and
equals to one only for .
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In most ON/OFF-type models, each of the , are assumed
to be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.). The ’s are
heavy-tail distributed, while the ’s, depending on the appli-
cation can be heavy-tail distributed, or can have finite variance
[13], [37].
In the original ON/OFF model [37], is constant for all . In
the EAFRP [38] the ’s are i.i.d. Pareto distributed, while in
the rate-limited EAFRP [41], the ’s are random i.i.d., cutoff
Pareto distributed.
The Hurst parameter [17] of the ON/OFF process equals [36]:
(6)
where and are the tail indexes of the ON and OFF durations,
respectively. If the ON or OFF durations have finite variance then
the corresponding tail index is taken as 2 when applying (6) [37].
The ON/OFF process is self-similar if the corresponding Hurst
parameter satisfies , or equivalently, when at least
one of the ON or OFF durations is heavy-tail distributed.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Incoming Traffic
Let us denote by the traffic that arrives at the gateway.
is a superposition of multiple traffic streams. In [41], it
was shown that such traffic can be modeled by a single ON/OFF
process referred to as mixture cutoff Pareto process, defined as
follows. The ON/OFF durations, and , are independent of
each other, and each one is i.i.d. according to and
, respectively. We will here assume that
and . The ON duration rates, are i.i.d. according
to
(7)
where is the unit step function; and represent two data
limits imposed on single-user traffic and overall traffic, respec-
tively [41]; .
The density function corresponding to (7) is:
(8)
where denotes the Pareto density function (see (3)); is
the Dirac function; is the unit step function.
Due to the limit , the mixture cutoff Pareto distribution has
finite variance.
This model was shown in [41] to capture both correlation
structure and marginal statistics of traffic, and applies to a wide
range of traffic loads. For small to medium number of users,
such as in LAN networks, the model matches the non-Gaussian
impulsive characteristics of traffic, while as the number of users
increases it results in Gaussian traffic, both of which are consis-
tent with real network measurements [41].
B. Outgoing Traffic
Let us denote by the traffic that leaves the gateway. It
is also modeled as an ON/OFF process in the sense that it alter-
nates between ON and OFF states. The ON/OFF durations will be
denoted by , , and their distributions will be derived in
the next section. The ON state rate is constant and is determined
by the channel capacity.
Due to the resampling function performed at the gateway,
there is no one-to-one mapping between packets of incoming
traffic and outgoing traffic. We will refer to outgoing packets as
“cells.”
For mathematical tractability, we will consider the stationary
distributions of , ; thus, we will refer to
where represents equality in distribution.
C. Wireless Channel
We model the wireless channel based on the two-state
Markovian model of [16], according to which, the channel al-
ternates between good and bad states, corresponding to bit-error
rates (BERs) and where . The
periods of good and bad states are i.i.d. exponentially dis-
tributed with means and , respectively. The model
incorporates automatic repeat request/forward-error correction
(ARQ/FEC) into the outgoing cells and assumes that all trans-
mission errors can be detected. Retransmissions are requested
if errors cannot be recovered by the FEC, until the cell is finally
correctly received.
Let be the maximum number of erroneous bits that can be
corrected in an FEC protected cell. The probability that a re-
ceived cell contains a noncorrectable error, in which case the
transmission fails, is
state good,bad (9)
where is the size of a FEC protected cell.
At most, one cell will be sent out through the channel per
time slot, while no cell will be sent out if the buffer is empty.
The probability of successful transmission is . If
the transmission failed, that cell will be kept in the buffer and
retransmitted until successfully received. The service time of
a cell includes all transmission/retransmission attempts. As far
as throughput is concerned, there are two deterministic service
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rates: during good states and during bad states are approx-
imated to simplify the question, specifically as
(10)
where is the overall bit rate, including information bits and
redundancy, and FEC code is assumed, where and
are the size in bits of code word and payload, respectively. Since
we assumed , it holds .
We should note that the two-state model is a simplistic
model. When applied to a realistic environment, each state
would model the average behavior during good and bad
channel states. Extensions to multistate channel model will be
discussed in Section IV-D.
D. Gateway Modeling
The gateway serving the overall traffic will be viewed as a
buffering system. We use the traditional Kendall’s notation to
denote this system, i.e., G/G/1/B, where the first G represents
the general input traffic, the second G represents the general
statistics for service times, 1 represents one server, and B repre-
sents buffer size.
Traffic streams from multiple connections (corre-
sponding to clients sharing the same access point) are fed into a
finite buffer of size until the buffer overflows, in which case
the excess data are discarded. Let us consider a time-slotted
model with the time slot denoted by . In the sequel we will
use the notation , instead of , , where is
the slot index. Each ON or OFF period consists of several slots.
In the beginning of the th time slot, assuming that ,
one packet arrives with information bits in it. Thereafter,
the gateway resamples the packet into bits, stores them in the
buffer, and repacks bits into one cell to be transmitted. At
the end of the slot , at most one cell leaves the buffer.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the instant channel
capacity alternates between and . In the sequel, cell size
refers to the number of information bits in a packet or cell, which
excludes overhead and redundancy.
Two server models are considered in this paper:
Server Model 1 (SM1): If the data in the buffer are less
than , the server takes no action and waits until enough
data have come in to form a cell.
Server Model 2 (SM2): The server sends out cells when-
ever there are bits in the buffer; trivial bits are added if
needed to form a cell.
SM1 is an energy-conserving model. It avoids trivial bits in
the outgoing cells, and also reduces the time the wireless re-
ceiver needs to be active receiving data. However, it increases
transmission delays. SM2 on the other hand, results in smaller
delays due to instant transmission of information at the expense
of bandwidth and energy efficiency.
SM1 and SM2 can be viewed as two extreme cases with
respect to delay and power consumption. Any real server can be
viewed as somewhere in between, achieving tradeoff between
delay and power consumption. Therefore, these two server
models will be studied here in order to determine upper and
lower bounds of the performance of the gateway.
IV. IMPACT OF THE BUFFERING SYSTEM ON THE
OUTGOING TRAFFIC
Let us consider a slow-varying wireless channel so that the
service rate of the gateway can be assumed constant within sev-
eral ON/OFF periods of .
We can view the gateway approximately as the statistical mul-
tiplexing of two buffer systems, both having the same buffer
size but serving at two different rates: , corresponding to good
channel states, and , corresponding to bad channel states. As
a first step, we will derive the statistics of the outgoing traffic
for a buffering system that serves at a constant rate.
Let denote the buffer content at the slot , with initial
value .
A. Server Model 1
and are updated on a slot-by-slot basis as follows:
if
if (11)
if
if
(12)
where denotes buffer size. Thus, the buffer content satisfies:
.
For mathematical simplicity in the sequel we only study two
extreme cases: the small buffer system and large
buffer system . If is moderately larger than , the
analysis is rather intractable. However, our simulations indicate
that if the corresponding buffering system acts more
like a large buffer system, in which case the analysis shown next
still applies.
1) Small Buffer System: In this case, the buffer holds at most
one cell at a time. Unless the buffer is full, i.e., ,
there is not enough data to form a cell, so no traffic leaves the
buffer. In addition, during all OFF periods of , .
During the ON periods of , as new bits come into the buffer
with rates , the buffer content is updated according to (12),
and thus changes according to (11). The buffer system will
not keep one-to-one mapping between and , or and
. Instead, while waiting for enough data to accumulate in
the buffer, consecutive ON/OFF periods of could
be combined to form a bigger OFF period in , i.e.,
. We will refer to such action as
“combining” action.
It holds
(13)
and
(14)
Let us make the following assumptions.
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A1) The minimum rate during an ON period of the incoming
traffic, i.e., , satisfies . To see the implication
of this assumption, let , where is a large
number. Then,
. Thus, under A1), it holds
. Assumption A1) will be valid
in a low-to-moderate traffic load scenario. To see this,
consider the traffic intensity for the rate-limited EAFRP
process [41]
(15)
where and are means of ON/OFF durations, respec-
tively. The above equation implies that for fixed , as
increases the traffic load decreases. In the following, we
assume that A1) holds during both good and bad channel
states. At first look, it might seem rather restrictive to
assume A1) during bad states. However, let us consider
the real LAN traffic data that will be used in the simu-
lations section. For those data, it holds 48 bps.
For wireless traffic, the overall data rate 1.27 Mb/s and
bit error rate (BER) (10) yields 290 Kb/s.
Although the wireless traffic rate used was rather con-
servative (IEEE 802.11a can achieve 54 Mb/s, or around
20 Mb/s without overhead), even in bad states .
A2) We ignore the previous buffer content, when
calculating by (11). For this small buffer system,
the previous buffer content can cause the ON/OFF dura-
tions of to increase/decrease by at most one time
slot. On the other hand, and are Pareto dis-
tributed and thus can take very large value with non-
trivial probability. Therefore, the previous buffer content
has relatively small impact on the distribution of and
and thus can be ignored. Then, (11) can be simpli-
fied as
(16)
The above approximation is made mainly for mathemat-
ical convenience. In the simulations section we will pro-
vide simulation results to confirm its validity.
A3) For a real queue, it always holds that for all
practical values of traffic intensity .
Via assumption A2), if , then for the entire
duration of the ON states of ; thus, .
In addition, based on A1), we can assume that
. Combining A1) and A2), we approximate (13) and (14) as
, and
, respectively.
Proposition 1: For the small buffer system under
SM1 and assumptions A1), A2), and A3), it holds
(17)
(18)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Based on Proposition 1 and due to our assumption that
and , the minimum between the tail indexes
of ON and OFF durations of is still less than 2. Thus,
is self-similar.
2) Large Buffer System: Assumption A2) is no longer valid
in the large buffer case. When , the previous buffer
content can take very large values and thus cannot be
ignored. In this case, can be in ON state even when ,
and thus can take nonzero values.
Based on assumption A1), we can approximate (13) and (14)
as and
, respectively.
In addition to assumption A1), we will also assume the
following
A1) The queue is stable, which implies that
. Under A4), we can study the sta-
tionary distribution of the buffer content at the regen-
erative points , defined as
where represents equality in distribution and rep-
resents stationary distribution of .
Proposition 2: For the large buffer system (i.e., ) and
under SM1, and assumptions A1), A3), and A4), it holds
(19)
where is a constant and is the tail index of the ON dura-
tions of the incoming traffic.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Proposition 2 suggests that both ON and OFF durations will be
power-law distributed. Also, the tail index of the ON durations
of the outgoing traffic will increase by one, while the tail index
of the OFF durations will be the same as in the incoming traffic.
The outgoing traffic will be self-similar if the smaller among
the tail indexes of , is less than 2. Thus, if the
outgoing traffic will be self-similar, while if it will not
be self-similar.
B. Server Model 2
Based on the definition of SM2, and are updated
on a slot-by-slot basis as (20) and (21), shown at the bottom of
the next page.
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As long as the input traffic is in ON state, i.e., ,
is always in ON state, i.e., . Therefore, at the end of the
th ON period of , the buffer content is
If , then remains in the ON state even
when enters its th OFF period. The length of the corre-
sponding extension is .
Let us assume A1), i.e., the event “ ” is dominant over
“ .” Taking into account that , we can see that
the buffer content decreases during the ON period of , i.e.,
, with high probability. During the subse-
quent OFF period, no new bits arrive while the server continues
sending packets until the buffer is empty. After several alterna-
tions of ON/OFF states, . Since
and the buffer content is nonnegative, with
high probability. In other words, holds with high proba-
bility, and thus the th ON period of (i.e., ) ends at the
time of , which is the beginning of the subsequent th
OFF period of .
In summary, for SM2 and under assumption A1), the server
always sends cells during the ON periods of and remains
silent during the OFF periods (since no inputs arrived in the
meantime), i.e., and
. Thus, the tail indexes of , are the
same with those of , , respectively.
C. Buffering System Serving the Wireless Channel
As it was already mentioned, we view the gateway action as
statistical multiplexing of two buffering systems that share the
same buffer but have different service rates determined by the
capacities of wireless channel, i.e., and .
It holds that
(22)
and
(23)
With the alternation of channel capacities, the gateway can be
categorized into the following two types.
1) . In this case, the gateway alternates under
small and large buffer model during good and bad channel
states, respectively. Substituting (18) and (19) into (22) and
(23) and we get
(24)
and
(25)
where ,
and , are mean durations of good and bad states.
Based on Propositions 1 and 2, the tail index of will
be , and the tail index of will be .
Thus, since we assumed that and ,
the outgoing traffic will be self-similar.
2) . In this case, the gateway always falls
under a large buffer model. According to Proposition 2,
the gateway increases the tail exponent of ON durations
by one, while it leaves the tail of the OFF durations un-
changed. If , then the outgoing traffic will be
self-similar. However, if the outgoing traffic will
not be self-similar.
D. Summary of Findings and Discussion
We are concerned with a gateway fed by self-similar traffic
of low to moderate rate. The results depend on the gateway pro-
tocol considered.
For the instant transferring protocol, SM2, when the sum of
incoming data and previous buffer content is greater than the
cell size, the excess data is stored in the buffer and waits for
transmission in the next available slot. Otherwise, even if the
total data is not enough to form a cell, a cell always leaves the
buffer. Based on the results presented above, a gateway oper-
ating under SM2, when excited with self-similar traffic, will pro-
duce self-similar traffic. This is also in agreement with common
wisdom that views buffering as a low-pass filter, which should
let long-range dependence go through unaltered.
However, a gateway operating under an energy conserving
protocol, SM1, can, under certain circumstances, generate
traffic that is not self-similar. In particular, if the gateway is
equipped with a buffer that can store a large number of packets
(large buffer model), the statistics of the ON/OFF durations of the
output traffic can change in comparison to the corresponding
states of the incoming traffic. In other words, we find that
the energy conserving mechanism has a stronger impact on
the change of statistics as compared to just the buffering that
if
if (20)
if
if (21)
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Fig. 1. For a gateway operation under an energy conserving mode (SM1), long
ON states in the input traffic can give rise to a number of shorter ones at the
output.
occurs in SM2. An intuitive explanation for this change can
be obtained by considering the effect of the large buffer model
on the incoming data. Since the incoming rate is assumed to
be smaller than the outgoing rate (see assumption A1)), and
due to the energy conserving operation of SM1, long ON states
in the input traffic can give rise to a number of shorter ones
at the output (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of the effect of the
gateway). As a result, the probability that the output ON states
duration will exceed a large number reduces, thus the tail index
of the output ON durations increases. The loss of self-similarity
because of the truncation of long bursts has also been reported
by a simulation study in [29] conducted on wireline traffic.
There, the truncation occurred due to packet dropping.
For LAN traffic, where the tail indexes of both ON and OFF
durations of the incoming traffic are less than 2, the change in
the tail indexes of output traffic ON and OFF states can change
the degree of self-similarity (Hurst parameter). For example, if
, the Hurst parameter of the incoming traffic
is , and that of the outgoing traffic is
. However, for such traffic, the output
traffic will still be self-similar. On the other hand, for non-real-
time variable-bit-rate (VBR) multimedia traffic [13], where the
OFF states have finite variance (i.e., ), the change in the
statistics will be such that it will result in loss of self-similarity.
Although our claims on self-similarity loss in the outgoing
traffic are based on the tails of ON and OFF periods of the out-
going traffic, in practice these periods might not be indepen-
dent. Since a more realistic analysis might be intractable, in the
simulations section (see Fig. 7), we show that by considering
time-variance plots for the overall outgoing traffic we can arrive
to the same conclusion.
The above analysis employed a simple two-state model for
the wireless channel. The model can be extended to include
more states, i.e., . For each , depending on the rel-
ative value of and , the gateway can be categorized as ei-
ther a small buffer case (i.e., ), large buffer case (i.e.,
), or something in between. The above analysis can
straightforwardly apply to the multiple-state channel model, if
the ’s are well separated and the is appropriately chosen
so that the gateway alternates only between the small and large
buffer cases. Unfortunately, our analysis does not apply for the
case of moderately larger than .
V. ANALYSIS OF DELAYS
In addition to throughput performance, statistics of packet
delays are also of great interest, especially in delay-sensitive
applications, such as online gaming or real-time audio/video,
just to name a few.
In this section, we study the delay of packets of incoming
SS traffic, which is experienced due to the gateway protocol
and due to the wireless channel. For buffer size and channel
capacities and , we provide analytic expressions for the
upper and lower bounds of the probability that the delay will
reach a certain value. These bounds can be useful for admission
control and scheduling.
We will make the following assumptions.
B1) The buffering system is first-in-first-out (FIFO), and the
buffer capacity is large enough to hold all incoming data,
i.e., no cell will be discarded due to buffer overflow.
B2) All retransmission attempts are assumed to be indepen-
dent of each other.
B3) All cells will be kept in the buffer until they are received
correctly.
B4) We assume that the durations of channel states are rel-
atively large (i.e., slow-varying channel) so that all re-
transmission attempts of a cell can be completed within
one channel state duration.
Assumption B3) is made to simplify the analysis. SM1 can
introduce very long delays. In practical cases, e.g., real-time or
streaming applications, there is a timeout mechanism that avoids
long delays by discarding packets whose waiting times exceed a
certain threshold. The queueing analysis of the practical system
that discards packets, or equivalently, of a finite buffer system, is
rather intractable. Compared with a system that does not discard
any packets, the practical system will encounter smaller packet
delays. In the simulations section, we will compare the analysis
based on assumption B3) to simulations results that impose an
upper limit on delays.
Due to the resampling and repacking operations of the
gateway, bits of the same packet of might be separated
into several consecutive cells of , or vice versa.
Consider the th packet, i.e., the data arriving during
the th slot of the th ON period of . Let us define the
following:
• : the index of the time slot when the th packet
comes into the buffer (we assume that all bits of this packet
come in at the same time);
• : the index of the time slot when the cell that includes
the last bit of the th packet is received successfully by
the receiver.
The one-way delay via the gateway [1] of the th packet
of is
(26)
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Let us first consider the service time for one cell that holds
the first place in the buffer and is ready for transmission.
Let denote the service time of that first cell. Here,
includes all transmission/retransmission attempts. Due to the
Markovian characteristic of wireless channel, and the identical
sizes of all cells, we can assume that the ’s are i.i.d. and de-
note them as . Their distribution function conditioned on the
channel state is
state
state good,bad (27)
According to B4), it holds
state good state good
state bad state bad
(28)
The energy conserving SM1 will incur the longest delay,
while SM2 will achieve the smallest delay. Since the delay
analysis is difficult, in particular now that the incoming traffic
is self-similar, we will next consider two bounds: the upper
bound achieved by SM1 and the lower bound achieved by SM2.
A. Upper Bound: Achieved by Server Model 1
Consider the th packet with size , which comes
into the buffer at time . Since we assume the data rate over
the same ON period to be constant, we have .
In response to its arrival, the total buffer is updated as
(29)
(30)
where and .
By the time the cells have been transmitted success-
fully, the excess bits may need extra waiting time if, in the
mean time, not enough bits to form a cell have arrived, or equiv-
alently, if .
Let us express the entire delay of the th packet of as
(31)
where is the service time of the last cell; is the extra
waiting time for the more incoming bits to form a cell, or equiv-
alently, the smallest for which
(32)
The excess waiting time falls under the following
cases.
C1) , if ,
which implies that the buffer content at the time
, i.e., , is exactly a multiple of the cell size.
C2) , if
and , where
represents the residue life the th ON period
of after the time . The first condition
implies that (32) is satisfied by the time the cells
have been serviced, and the second one implies that all
transmission of cells is finished before the end of
the ongoing ON period (i.e., th ON period of ).
C3) , if
.
The condition implies that (32) is satisfied before the
end of the th ON period.
C4)
, where is the
smallest integer that satisfies the inequality
The condition implies that (32) is satisfied before the end of
the th ON period. The max function in C3) and C4)
guarantees that takes nonnegative values.
For mathematical convenience, we again turn to the stationary
distributions
where represents equality in distribution. The distribution of
was found in [41] to be heavy-tailed with tail index (
is the tail index of ON durations), i.e., ,
where is a constant. So the pdf of is
(33)
We also assume i.i.d. ON rates and ON and OFF duration for
. We set in the following to simplify the above
expressions, and by doing this, we tend to overestimate the value
of excess waiting time . Taking the stationary versions of
C1)–C4) and considering the upper limits of the excess waiting
time, we get
(34)
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where ; and are
i.i.d. and the subscripts are added to indicate that they belong to
different ON periods.
To find the stationary distribution of the excess waiting
time , we propose a semiexperimental approach (such an
approach was also used in [25]) for computing as
follows. We perform Monte Carlo runs, in each run generating
, , , , , , according
to their distributions given, respectively, by (33), (54), (28),
, , , (56).
The channel capacity takes the value with probability
, and with probability . With the
generated samples, we compute the excess waiting time as
(35), shown at the bottom of the page. Then, we generate
as the sum via (31). Finally,
we compute the empirical cumulative density function of the
generated ’s.
We should note here that one could model the outgoing traffic
as an ON/OFF process, and then compute packet delays and find
their statistics. We will refer to this approach as the “simulation
approach.” The semiexperimental method offers an advantage
as compared to the simulation approach, as it can lead to the
statistics in significantly less computation time. For the simu-
lation approach, we need to update the values of ,
(via (11) and (12) for SM1 and (20) and (21) for SM2) per
time slot and then compute the delay of the th packet as
(see Section V). It takes steps to
get one sample of . As it will be shown in Fig. 9, is asymp-
totically heavy-tailed; thus, could be very large. On the other
hand, with the semiexperimental method, we can get one sample
per step (via (35)). As a comparison of the two approaches, for
the results that are shown in Section VI to get sam-
ples of , the simulation method takes 7655 seconds while the
semiexperimental one takes 78 seconds.
B. Lower Bound: Achieved by Server Model 2
When the SM2 is applied, the last few bits of the th packet
will be repacked into the next th cell of , where
(36)
The stationary version of the above equation is:
. We assume the independence between and for
mathematical convenience, and we can validate this assumption
by the simulation. We show results in Fig. 9 (left). In that figure,
we did the semiexperiment (details can be found in Section V-A)
and compared that with the result of real traffic. The two curves
(“Analytic result of SM2” and “Simulation of SM2”) are in close
agreement, which suggests the analytical result is accurate.
The delay of the packet can be expressed as , so
the distribution function of , along the lines of Appendix C,
equals
(37)
Although it is difficult to get the closed form of ,
the simulations that will be presented in the next section, and
also the form of (37), suggest that the delay has asymptotically
a power-law tail (see Fig. 9). In summary, the packets of self-
similar traffic input may experience longer queueing delay more
frequently than those of Poisson traffic input. This is because
for Poisson traffic decays exponentially with [8],
[22].
As we have already mentioned, SM1 achieves the upper
bound due to its energy-conserving approach and SM2 achieves
the lower bound. However, when considering longer delays,
i.e., , the two models converge in terms of .
The occurrences of large delays are due to the occurrence of
and the accumulation of excess data (i.e.,
bits per time slot) in the buffer over long ON periods. When
, no excess waiting time is necessary by SM1, and thus
the two-server models behave nearly the same. Therefore, they
have similar delays, which implies that large delays occur with
nearly the same probability for both server models.
if
if
if
if
(35)
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Fig. 2. Small buffer system: LLCD of ON durations (left) and OFF durations (right) of traffic obtained based on the approximation of (16) (dotted line), and outgoing
process T (n) obtained via (11) and (12) (solid line).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results to support the
results on the effect of the gateway on the incoming traffic.
A. Data Synthesis
We generated the incoming traffic as explained in
Section III-A. The model parameters were estimated based on a
data trace collected at the 100 Mb/s network of the Department
of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Drexel University,
Philadelphia, PA, as discussed in [41]. The ON/OFF durations
were Pareto distributed as ( , ) and
, respectively. The ON state rate was
taken from a mixture cutoff Pareto distribution with survival
function ( , , , ,
). The time unit was taken as 0.001 s.
The channel state durations were taken to be independent ex-
ponentially distributed, with mean 0.1 s for good states,
and 0.0333 s for the bad states [16]. The bit error rate
of good states was taken to be and that of bad
states . We adopted BCH (Bose–Chaud-
huri–Hocquenghem) code [24] for forward-error correction
(FEC) purposes. For good states, we chose a BCH(127,120)
code with codeword length , payload , and
maximum number of correctable bits per code . For
the bad states, more redundancy is required to recover errors;
thus, for those states, we chose a BCH(127,29) code, which
can recover error bits up to . We set 1.27 (Mb/s),
which corresponds to the amount of data during one time slot
(1 ms) given an overall rate of 1.27 Mb/s. The cell consisted
of ten blocks, with each block containing 127 bits encoded by
the above described BCH code schemes. Based on the above
parameters and via (10), we can get (information bits/time
slot) and (information bits/time slot).
In the sequel, we will use the term bits (or bit rate) instead of
information bits (or information bit rate).
B. Impact of the Buffering System on the Degree of
Self-Similarity of Outgoing Traffic
1) Service Model 1—Small Buffer System: Here, we set
1200 bits and choose BCH(127,120) code for FEC. Via (10),
we get 1.2 Mb/s and thus 1200 bits. When deriving
the analytical expression for this case we assume that the con-
tribution of the previous buffer content can be ignored when de-
riving the distributions of . To verify this assumption, we
performed the following simulation. Based on the synthesized
incoming traffic, , we generated the outgoing traffic
based on (11) and (12). We also generated an approximation of
the outgoing traffic, denoted by , using (16) by ignoring
the previous buffer content . The log–log complemen-
tary distributions (LLCD) (both with 95% confidence intervals)
corresponding to the ON and OFF durations of and
are shown in Fig. 2. One can see that the approximation falls in
the 95% confidence intervals indicating that the approximation
holds reasonably well.
For a small buffer system, the ON durations of have the
same distribution as those of , and the OFF durations sat-
isfy (18). These results are supported by our simulations, as seen
in Fig. 3 (with 95% confidence intervals), where the LLCD of
ON/OFF duration of are plotted. Fig. 3 shows that
is asymptotically power law with tail exponent
. We also performed simulations for in-
coming traffic with , i.e., , .
Fig. 4 shows the LLCD of ON/OFF duration of , where one
can see that in accordance with Proposition 1, and
.
2) Service Model 1—Large Buffer System: We here set
1200 bit, 290 bit.
was generated as in the previous case. According to
Proposition 2, the tail index of should be ,
and the tail index of should be equal to . Both
results are confirmed by our simulations, which are presented
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Small buffer system under SM1: LLCD of ON durations (left) and OFF durations (right) of incoming process S(n) (dashed line) and outgoing process
T (n) (solid line) with  <  .
Fig. 4. Small buffer system under SM1: LLCD of ON periods (left) and OFF durations (right) of incoming process S(n) (dotted line) and outgoing process T (n)
(solid line) with  >  .
We also generated incoming traffic as before but
with (i.e., ON durations are heavy-tailed and OFF
durations with finite variance). We set 6000 bits and
choose BCH(127,120) and BCH(127,110) for FEC in good
and bad channel state respectively, so we get 1.2 Mb/s
and 1.1 Mb/s via (10). Thus, we have 1200 bits,
1100 bits, i.e., gateway always operates under large
buffer model. For this case, our theoretical results suggest that
the outgoing traffic will not be self-similar. The normalized
variance-time plots of the outgoing traffic, , along with
that of are given in Fig. 7 (right). The slope of is
1, or equivalently, , indicating loss of self-similarity.
3) Service Model 1—Alternating Buffer Systems: Here we
set 1200 bits. We choose BCH(127,120) and BCH(127,29)
for FEC in good and bad channel state respectively. Via (10), we
get 1.2 Mb/s and 290 Kb/s, so 1200 bits and
290 bits.
Therefore, during good channel states the buffering system
satisfies (small buffer system), while during bad states
of channel the system satisfies (large buffer system).
We use the same incoming traffic generated according
to the description of Section VI-A, and model the channel as
discussed in the same Section.
The LLCDs of ON/OFF durations of (with their 95%
confidence intervals) and are shown in Fig. 6. The tail
indexes of ON and OFF states of were estimated to be 1.6
and 1.4, respectively, which equal and , as expected by our
results of Section IV-C. The Hurst parameter of is
, which implies self-similarity. This can also be confirmed by
looking at the normalized variance-time plot of in Fig. 7
(left); its slope of indicates that the output traffic
is self-similar.
4) Service Model 2: The analysis in Section IV-B concluded
that the tail indexes of and are nearly the same with
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Fig. 5. Large buffer system under SM1: LLCD of ON durations (left) and OFF durations (right) of incoming process S(n) (dashed line) and outgoing process
T (n) (solid line).
Fig. 6. Alternating buffer system under SM1: LLCD of ON periods (left) and OFF periods (right) of incoming process S(n) (dashed line) and outgoing process
T (n) (solid line).
those of and . The LLCDs of the ON/OFF durations of
and (with 95% confidence intervals) are plotted in
Fig. 8. According to our theoretical result, will have a little
longer ON durations and shorter OFF durations as compared to
, i.e., and
, but the tail indexes of , will be the same
with those of , respectively. This is confirmed in Fig. 8.
C. Delay Bounds
We assumed an infinite buffer to hold incoming packets. The
size of the th packet (the th packet in the th ON period)
of input traffic is the amount of data bits coming into buffer
during the th time slot. For the th packet, we recorded
the time instants and as defined in Section V, and
computed the delay of that packet as .
Since our delay analysis is not given in closed form, we
used the semiexperiment approach described in Section V-A
to compute the survival function of the delays. We performed
Monte Carlo runs, in each run generating , , , ,
, according to their distributions given by (54),
(28), (x; , , , ,
), ( , ), ( ,
), (56), respectively. Based on the generated samples
we computed the excess waiting time via (35), and then
computed via (31). Fig. 9 (left) shows the survival function
based on simulations (dashed lines) and the semiexperimental
approach (solid line—also denoted as “Analytic result”). The
two curves are in close agreement, which suggests the analyt-
ical result is accurate.
Fig. 9 (left) indicates that the probabilities for
SM1 and SM2 are the same when is larger than
slots.
Also from Fig. 9 we can see that when takes large values,
the curves corresponding to SM1 and SM2 show a power-law
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Fig. 7. Normalized variance-time plot of outgoing traffic for a large buffer system under SM1 (right) and an alternating buffer system under SM1 (left).
Fig. 8. LLCD of ON durations (left) and OFF durations (right) of incoming process S(n) (dashed line) and outgoing process T (n) (solid line). T (n) was obtained
by passing S(n) through the buffering system operating under SM2.
Fig. 9. Cumulative distribution function of delay.
decaying tail with exponent 0.18. This implies that the packets
of self-similar inputs have longer delays than those of Poisson
traffic input. For Poisson input, decays with in an
exponential fashion.
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Next, we provide some simulations results on the delay distri-
bution for a practical system where there is a timeout mechanism
and for packets whose waiting times exceed a certain threshold
are discarded. We repeated the above simulation by imposing
a timeout threshold . If a packet stays in the buffer longer
than that threshold, i.e., , that packet is discarded.
The survival function results are shown in Fig. 9 (right) for the
simulation with infinite buffer (equivalently, ) and fi-
nite buffers of , 0.001 s . One
can see the probability of delays exceeding a certain value of
match our analysis as the increases.
VII. CONCLUSION
We studied the output of a gateway fed by self-similar traffic
of low to moderate rate. We conclude that a gateway operating
under an instant transferring protocol (SM2) will produce self-
similar traffic. On the other hand, a gateway operating under
an energy conserving protocol (SM1) can, under certain cir-
cumstances, generate traffic that is not self-similar. In partic-
ular, if the gateway is equipped with a buffer that can store a
large number of packets (large buffer model), the statistics of
the ON/OFF durations of the output traffic can change in compar-
ison to the corresponding states of the incoming traffic. For non-
real-time variable-bit-rate multimedia traffic [13], where the OFF
states have finite variance (i.e., ), the change in the sta-
tistics will be such that it will result in loss of self-similarity.
Identifying the cases where wireless traffic is self-similar, or
understanding what is causing self-similarity or the lack there
of, is important in network engineering. The self-similar nature
of traffic implies that the traffic rate fluctuates far away from its
mean value (if existed), with nonnegligible probability. Thus,
the performance in any system with fixed rate may degrade sig-
nificantly if the system is either overloaded (the rate is too large
compared with the allocated resources), or overprovisioned (the
rate is small). In addition, a static resource scheduling/alloca-
tion scheme is not efficient for data traffic. The self-similarity of
traffic indicates a nontrivial predictive structure at coarse time
scales, which can be exploited for the design of dynamic re-
source management to improve system performance.
We also conclude that the survival functions of delays expe-
rienced by packets at a gateway under SM1 or SM2 become
identical as the delay gets large, both exhibiting a power-law
decay. Since the delay of SM1 represents an upper bound and
that of SM2 a lower bound, all gateway models will also behave
in a similar fashion for large delays. These delay results imply
that packets may stay in the buffer for a very long time with
nontrivial probability. Thus, the buffering system can become
ineffective in handling self-similar input traffic in the sense that
increasing the buffer size cannot achieve proportional reduction
of packet loss rate occurring due to the buffer overflow. The the-
oretic results on delay analysis given in this paper can be used
for the user admission control according to its quality of service
(QoS), i.e., a new user is admitted if its QoS requirements can
be fulfilled, and, vice versa, denied if not.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Via assumptions A1) and A2), we approximate the compli-
mentary distribution function (CDF) of and (see (13)
and (14)) by and
, respectively. We next calculate these two probabili-
ties by considering the following cases.
Case 1) . In this case, we have
, and thus will also be
in the ON state. Therefore, we have
.
Case 2) . The buffer system virtually converts the th
ON period of into part of an OFF period of ,
which results in staying in OFF state for a larger
duration that is equal to . Such com-
bining action can be extended to more ON/OFF pe-
riods of to produce an even bigger OFF period
for , of duration
given that . Thus,
consecutive ON periods of , which satisfy
, are combined
together. The probability for a such combination is
.
Based on the above, we get
(38)
where
(see (7)) and via A3) it holds .
If , via the central limit theorem arguments, the term
will be asymptotically Gaussian; thus, as , its
contribution in (38) can be ignored.
If , according to properties of Pareto distributions, for
, it holds as [2]
(39)
where , and
is a slow-varying function.
And thus we have
(40)
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where can be easily inferred from the above equation. It is
easy to see that , which means that
is a slowly varying function.
If is exponentially distributed, it holds that
(41)
Therefore, we have
(42)
It is easy to see that is also a slowly varying function.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Based on the assumption A1), i.e., in a low-to-moderate-load
scenario, the buffer system is always overprovisioned. In other
words, the buffer content at the regenerative points (i.e., the be-
ginning of ON periods) is less than with high probability;
thus, we can approximate it as . Therefore,
.
The probability can be calcu-
lated as the probability of the intersection of the following three
conditions.
E1) There is a period of time with length ,
when even if .
E2) The sum of the previous buffer content and the accu-
mulating amount of incoming bits during the mean time
is enough to form at least packets.
E3) The corresponding ON period of , , should be
larger than .
The following observations will also be used in the
derivations.
F1) The buffer content can only take nonnegative values.
F2) According to A3), we have .
F3) According to A1), i.e., , we have
.
F4) The steady-state distribution of can be found in (33).
F5) For the Pareto-distributed ON durations of , it holds
.
F6) We find that , or simply 0, 1.
By combining E1)–E3) and F1)–F6), we get
(43)
where is the pdf of ON state rates of (see (8)) and
is a constant related to the distribution of (see (33)).
When takes large values, , and (43) can
be approximated as
(44)
To simplify the above equation, let us define
for 0,1. When ,
we have
(45)
For large , we can use the approximation
, based on which (45) becomes
(46)
Similarly, for , we have
(47)
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Using Taylor series expansion, we have
where .
Using the approximating
, we get
(48)
where is a constant. Finally, for , we have
(49)
APPENDIX C
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
(D1): The Distribution of :
Since , the distribution function of
can be calculated as
service rate
(50)
where , are the pdf of and (see (33) and (8),
respectively).
Therefore, (50) can be written, for large , as
service rate
(51)
where is a step function. When takes large values, is also
large due to . Thus, we can get: ,
, and
service rate
(52)
Moreover, we can have the following approximations:
and because .
Substituting these two approximations into (52), we have
service rate
(53)
where
. After Taylor series expan-
sion and using the approximation
, where , we have
service rate as
(54)
(D2): The Distribution of :
We assume that is independent of . We validate this
assumption through the simulation in Section V-B. Thus, we get
(55)
where , , and state good,bad .
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(D3): The Survival Function of :
The stationary complimentary distribution function of the
residue life of an ON period, was given in [38] for
as
(56)
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